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ANALYSIS AND MODIFICATION OF THEORY FOR INIPACT OF SEAPLANES ON M’ATER

SUMJIARY

An analysis of arai[able theory on seaplane impact and a
proposed modijicution thereto are presented. In prerious
methods the owr-all momentum ?f the jloat and rirtual mass
has been assumed to remain constant during the impact but
the present analysis shows that tltiis assumption is rigorously
correct only when the resultant reloeity o-f the float is normal
to the keel. The proposed mod~~cation chiefly inrolres con-
sideration qf the fact that formrd relocity of the seaplane j?oat
cau YQSmomenhim to be passed into {he hydrodynamic doumwash
(an ac[ion that is the entire consideration in the case of the
plan ing~oat) and consideration Oj the jact that, for an impact
unlh trim, the rafe o-f penetration is determined not only by the
relocity component normal to the keel but also by the wlocity
cwnpone nt parallel to the keel, which t~nds fo reduce the
penetration.

The analysis oj previous trea~ments includes a discussion
oj each of the important contributions to the solution o-f the
impact problem. The development of the concept oj j?ow in
transmrse planes, the raomentum equations, the aspect-ratio
corrections, the e~ect of the generated ware on i!flerh[a~ muss,
the distribution ~f surjace pressure, and the conditions jor
maxim um impact -force are discussed in detail. Impact
trea~ments based on j?ow in longitudinal planes, as for bodies
qf wry high aspect ratio, hare been omitted since they seemed to
be oj no <nterest -for the problem oj the typical jZoat.

The momentum pasxed to the downwash is eraluated as the
product oj the momentum of the jZow in the transverse plane at
the step by the rate at which such planes slide OJ the step.
Simple equations are giren that permit die use oj planing data
to eralua.te empirically the momentum oj the Jow in the trans-
tzrse plane at the step. On the basis of su~h sfudy, rnod~~ca-
i!ion of the general equations oj the prerious theory is supple-
mented by modi$cation of the jormula. for the Zifiowbenhm oj the

jlow in th~ plane element. This iraprocement can be made
because the ~ow <n the plane G independent oj the flight-path
angle.

Experimental data for planing, oblique impact, and vertical
drop are used to show that the accuracy OJthe proposed theory
is good. U“agner’s theory, which has been the most popvlar
theory up to the present, is compared with the new theory and
with recent data for oblique impacts. The data show that the
loads calculated by Wagner’s egudion are ezcessice, particularly
for high trims. Cse in this eguation oj the proposed jormula.

for the momentum of the $OW in the planes reduces the calcu-
lated jorce but the ralues are sti?l exce.ssice.

INTRODUCTION’

~ Dumber of theoretic-al papers on the impact of seaplanes
on water were published between 1929 and 1938 but the
proposa.k presented -w-menot genera.lIy accepted. Because
an aclequate theory on which to base revision of design
requirements was needed, an analysis of previously pub]ished
work M-asunclerta.ken at the LcmgIey llermoricd .ieronautical
Laboratory.

The analysis -was concerned chiefly- with the t,reztments
that took proper cognizance of the Iow aspect. ratio of the
seo,pkme float.. These treatments -were commonly based
on the assumption that the over-all momentum of the sea-
pIane ant} hydrodynamic titucd m-ass remains constant
during the impact. The chief difference betwwn the treat-
ments was in the determination of the maOwitu(Te of the
tituaI mass.

In the present paper a criticaI survey of the prev;ous
treatments ard a proposecl theory are presented. Incons-
istencies in the previous theory, which appear tcr invalidate
it when a component of motion parallel to the keel exists,
are shomm. The proposed theory, based essentially on
accepted physical concepts, provicles a logically consistenfi
and unified treatment, which is applicable through the
entire rang-e of oblique impact, including the end point of
the planing float. Pkming data and data for oblique and
veriicaI impacts made in the Langley impact basin are
analyzed to show the general applicability of the proposed
methods.

A simdar ana.Iysis and modification was first prepared in
1941 bui was given only limited circulation. Further
development followed as more modern tesk results, pa.rt,ieu-
Iarly those from the Langley impact basin, became available.
The present reportt has been prepared in order to give the
theory in a form co~~iderably shorter and bet her cordlrmed
by experiment than the earlier version.

SYMBOLS

P“ angIe of dead rise

Y angle between flight path and plane of water surface
T angle of hull keel with respect to plane of water

surface
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resultant velocity
vcntical velocity
vertical velocity at instant of contact

velocit.y normal to keel
velocity normal to lid at instant of contact

horizontal veloc.iLy
mass of seaplane
mass of seaplane corrected for eccentric impact
virtual mass associated with hyclroclynarnic

benwkth float
Mf-wiclth of fiat-plate equivalent of bottom
lcmgth of wetted al-ea

flow

de~th of immersion, nornlaI to phkne of water surface
time
effective bofitom slope (dy/dx)
resultant hydrodynamic. force
maxirnurn hydrodynamic force normal to plane of

watw surface dividecl by weight of seaplane
total weighi of seaplane
acceleration due to gravity
mass density of fluid

Where units are not specified any consistent system of units
may be used.

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS LITERATURE
VOX KhRM.iN

Basic theory,—The earliest impact theory, and apparently
that upon which all subsequent work has been based, was
advancecl by von K6rm4n (reference 1).

Von Ktfirmfin considers a wedge-shape bocly dropprd
vertically into a horizontal water surface; the total momen-
tum of the wedge and the virtual mass of the flow are as-
sumed to remain constant. With the assumption of two-
dimensioncd flow in planes normal to the keel line, von
K&-mtin considers tha,t at each instant the virtual mass is
equal to the mass of water contained in a sernicylinder of
length equal to the length of the wedge ancl of diameter equal
to the width of the wedge at the plane of the water surface.
The folIowing sketch is a cross-sectional view of the wedge
and the water mass:

The momentum equation of reference I is written

m V.*= ‘mvu+ ; pmxglv, (1)

This equation leads to the following equation for force:

‘=’’?~m~Y-

(2)

In the czse of the flat bottom the force equation (2) yichis
an infinite force. Von IGrmiin co[lsiflws the efI’uct of cotn-
pressibility of the ~~atcr in reducing tk?se khds fOr ill~ f[a~
bottom. In reference 1, for a vertical velocity of akJuL 6 fce~
per second, a pressure of the order of 425 pounds. pcr squmc
inch is calculated cmcl the elasticity of t:hc structure is con-
cluded to be an important considcmtion in SUC1lfi CMW.

Comparison with tests.—Von Kinmln divides the force
equation (2) by the mea of the float in the plane of L1lLIwrttcr
surface to obtain tin average pressure and comparm i11is
average pressure at the instant of contact, (tll:at isj for very
small values of x) with the experimental pr?ssurcs reported
in reference 2. Yon Kiirm&n observes t.lm[ this cqun[io[k
agrees approximately;~itl]t]~~prcssllredata if tllc ver[icfil
-relocity is assumed to be of t.hc order of t]w sinking sprcd
before flare-off.

Later tests show tha~ the flare-off during landing rcduees
the vertical velocity at contact Lo a fraction of tllc sinking
speecl of the airplane before flare-off. Ikl’tlwl’mot’r, I(Jc&l
pressures may be considerably greater thau thr average
pressure. D&tci from tests of a modern flying heat, ~vl~icl~
included measured vertical velocities, showwLl presslu rm
much greater than those computwl by von Ktl rnuin’s formula.

PABST

Introduction of 1’., m,, and aspect-ratio correction,-=-
Pabst (reference 3) considers Lhv ~UIOfCit,Yof ]M’m’trtltion to
be represcnkd by the velocity nornud to tiw 1:(w1rntlwr t.lmJI
by the vert,ictd -relocity. The t.ww velocities may bc quite
cliflerent when the trim k not zero; for example, in the limit-
ing case of a pure plfining motion, the resul[~k]kt veloci Ly nlny
hzve a ]arge component normal to tlw keel }}u&tilL~vrrlind
component of velocity is equal to zero. Tltc full in)plickt.ions
of this change will bc developed in subsc!qucn~ discussion.

Pabst ako points out in ref(’rcnce 3 Wt.} if tho point of
impact is not clirectly bchm the center o! g?wvi1.v, the
eccentricity of the irnpfirt is taken into considcrntion by

+%
multiplying the mass of the seaplfme m by the fart,or ~ =-g>t -t-r
in which i is the radilus of gyration of the airp]ane nkut L.lie
center of gravity aJN] r is the d istanco from [,]lLIcenter of
pressure to the center of gravity. This ruduction of the
mass introduces two problems. First, instead of Lhc (dccrcmc
in velociiy according to impact theory previously dcvclolmd,
17Zmay Rutually increase during the impaeb duc to change ill
trim ant{ the peak force may occur at an incremcd rcttJmr
than CLreduced T“a. Second, thv L’cduceclmass of the scnpkine
will vary during tlho impact M a rcsul~ of W variation of
the eccentricity of tllc impact due to shift of the center of
pressure.

By applying these modiflc~tions find introducing an
cmpirica]ly determined aspect-ratio fw’tor in the equaLion
originally given by von Kfirmtfn, Pabst obta id ~he fo]kwing
equation for the impact force:

(3)
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-()FJxiy ~_;
in which the ~irtud mass rn~ is equal to ~ when 1

is greater than z.r and the factor 1—~ iS an empirical aspect-

rat.io correction (determined b-y vibration of submerged
plates).

In a later publication (reference 4) Pabst presents the
foIlowingg equation, which is apparently an empirical re-
vision of his fist equation (equation (3)):

[
in which i20.786e–””lIAF repkces the term +-:2) of

equation (3). The titual mass in equation (4) is

instead of
?rp$l

~–( )
1–:

as in equation [3).
~kformula for maximum pressure that is the same as that

of von Kdrmdn except. for the replacement of V, b-y T’. is
presented by P~bst in reference 3.

Elasticity .—Pabst’s consideration of the flat-bottom float
(an angle of dead rise of 0°) is concerned with the effect of
elasticity of the seaphme in determining the hydrodynamic
force. Pabst presents equations for various spring-ancl-mass
combinations but obtains a soIuiiou only for the case of a
rigid rnassless float connected to a rigid seaplane by a mass-
Iess spring.

.4s has been noted, when the effect of elasticity is ueglected,
a theoretical curve of impact force against angle of dead rise
approaches infinity as the anggle of dead rise approaches zero.
Iu order to take into accounk elasticity at low angIes of
dead rise without malc@ a complete analysis, Pabst pro-
poses that, in the low-angle range, the cume be changed into
its tangent pass~kg through the point calculated for 0° angle
of dead rise.

Comparison with tests.—.l point representing force
recorded on BottomIey’s float of 20%0 a-nggleof dead rise
(reference 5), -which apparently was corrected to 10° by
one of Pabst’s equations in order to correspond to Pabst’s
data for 9,!4°angle of dead rise, w-as found to lie between the
rigid-body curve and the taqgent line drawn to appro.xirnate
the effects of elasticity of the structure at small a~gles of
dead rise. -Although this agreement is good, further study
indicates that Pabst’s equation can agree with Bottomley’s
data only w-ithin a very limited -relocity range.

Pabst presents flight data in a plot of vertical force on the
float against the longgtudinal position of the h-ydrod.ynamic
center of pressure (reference 4). If the loaded area is as-
sumed to be proportional to the distance of the ceuter of
pressure from the step, the slope of a line from the step loca-
tion on the abscissa of this plot to an experimental point

represents an s~erage pressure for the impact represented
by the point. For a particular seaplane, on the basis that
the average pressure is determined chiefly by the flight
parameters ancl that th~ flight parameters causing highest
pressures are approached for various positions of the center
of pressure (~ariation of the center-of-pressure position due
chiefly to seaway], the maximum points for positions of the
center of pressure rangi~~ from the step to the center of the
float tend to lie alo~r the same sloping line.

The experimental program concluct-ed by Pabst consisted
of successive tests of flat arid V-bottom floats instaIIed on the
same seaplane. Limit lines of the type discussed in the
pretious paragraph ~ere drawn for both sets of clata. Pabst
showed that. the ratio of the slopes of these experimental
Iimit lines was 0.8 and observed that the theoretical ratio
of the slopes of these lines was 0.7 (reference 4)=

Pabst’s correlation of flight data indicates that the theory
gives -ialues of the proper order; however, the accuracy of
the correlakion is questionable because of the many approxi-
mations involved in thaw-ing ancl interpret&~ t& limit. lines:
computing the flat-bottom force, and computimg the
V-bottom force. bide from these uncertainties, direct proof
of the theory recluires evaluation of the absolute slope of
these Iines rather t.hm their relative slopes.

WAGXER

Virtual mass,—W”ith the object of appro-timateIy account-
ing for the wa-re generated by the float, Waamer (references
6 and 7) presents a solution which gives a ~alue of the
-rirtuaI mass dtierent from that. of -ron Kclrm6n and Pabst.
.4s has been noted, -ron ll~rm$n and Pabst defhed the
titual mass (for tw-o-dimem~ional flow) as the mass of the
volume of fluid contained in a .semicylinder of diameter
equal to the width of the float in the plane of the -water
surface. This virtuaI mass corresponds to one-half that
given by conventional hydrodynamic theory for submerged
motion of ellipses with -width equal to the -width of the float
in the plane of the water surface and therefore constitutes
a first approximation for the case of an object passing
through the water surface.

Wagner considered that, since the vmt er displaced by an
immersing float rises along the sides of the float, the width
of the wetted surface and the -rirtual mass of the flow are
greater than those based on the float width in the pla~e
of the undisturbed water surface. In order to evaluate
the increased width, V7aamer assumed that the particles at
the top of the upflow or generated wave move ~ertically
up-ward and, with differences in elevation due to slope of
the generated wave neglected, these particles move in
accordance tith the folIow-ing equation for the -relocity
distribution in the plane of a flat plate in immersed motion
(reference 6):

v,= T’J~2 (5)
where

V. velocity of particle passing through plane of plat-e in
getting around the plate

v velocity of free stream relative to plate
Zp distance from particIe in plane of plate to center of

plate (2.>2)
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Considering z as the float width at the top of the wave
and XPas the distance from a particle in the wave to the
plane of symmetry of the float, Wagner integrated equation
(5) to determine z as a function of the depth of immersion.
For the case of triangular cross section, solution for z
yielded a value equal to 7/2 times the half-width of the
float in the plane of the water surface. Wagner defined the
virtuaI mass as the mass of a semicylinder with diameter
equal to 2x. Thus, for the case of the triangular V-bottom,
the virtual mass specified by Wagner is (7r/2)2 times the
virtual mass specified by von K6rm4n and Pabst. The
significance of this difference is evident from the fact that it
results in a 2.47:1 increase of the force calculated for a
specific draft and veIocity.

The assumptions thak the particles in the wave move verii-
calIy according to equation (5) and that the float width
at Lhe top of the wave determines the virtual mass seem
very arbitrary. The most dirccL evidence that the method
is inadequate Iies in the fact that, a later and more exact
soIution for the case of triangular cross section gives values
that are substantially different. Although the method is
inadequate it remains important because s better soIution
for the case of the float bottom with transverse curvature
has not, been provided.

Pressure distribution, —Continuing along the same Iines,
Wagner (reference 6) stated that tke maximum pressure
exists at the top of the calculated wave and eqwds the
dynamic pressure based on a velocity equal to the rate
of increase of the float half-width at this point. Although
this assumption may be lacking in rigor, improvement is
not attempted in the present paper.

lf the momentum of the float and the virtual mass is
assumed constant, the equation for maximum pressure is

..1’,.’ 1pn,ar==;--
()l+? 22

(6)

where
pm.. maximum pressure
V,. initial rate of effective penetration,

~:,,+ (T’– l’u,)~+ ~7~7W(approx. equal to 1’,,)
T’w, wincl velocity
17,0 Wal,e velocity

Tm angle of wave slope

Wagner presented the following equation for determining
the pressures, other thm @ maximum, on the bottom at a
given instant:

(7)
where

p pressure at a point ~P<x (curve to be faired into solu-
tion of equation (6) for Xp=z)

rp horizontal distance from point for which pressure is cal-
culated to center of float

The present paper gives an improved Uworctienl metl~o[]
for cletermining the instantaneous vcIocifies subseq[lvnt to
the initial contact, velocities which may kwd to Iurgc cor-
rections to equations (6) and (7) for large pencirations.

Wagner obtained equation (7) from a solution of [I]r
equation

where

@ velocity po t.entia] in plane of flat, phll,e

(– T’ ~-)

Equation (8) is incomplete because a krm representing
the dynamic. ht’ad of the free stream is lrwki]~g. The force
increase obtained when equation (8) is correctwl is, for con-
ventional angles of dta.cl rise, of t]w order of 10 perc~nt.

The validity of the assumed veIocit,y potential is some-
what uncerkin. Comparison of solutions of equations (6)
a~d (7) with experiment has shown thaL [he principal fac-
tors are approximated but, the cxpf’rimr[ltd data llavc been
complicated by seaway and other factors which l~ave noL
permitted adequate evaluation].

Force equations, —13xcept for the follo~ving diflercnres,
Wagner’s force equat;on is the same as that. adwtncd by
von K&rmAn:

(1) The new method of obtaining the virtual nmss is
incorporated.

(2) The velocity used in the momentum equation is
defined differently. .

(3) Tl~e equation is written as an integral for a non-
rcctangukw pressure are%.

(4) Reduction of the seaplane mass for the case of
eccentric. impac Lis cent<’mplatwl.

The force equation given by Wagner (referrnccs 6 and 7) is:

(9)

Wagner limited this equation to angles of dewl rise less Wan
30°. TTithout, giving thdorctical justifkttion }Vag]lcr rec-
ommended thak the equation be muItilJlied by tllr ful?owing
factor if the angle of clead rise is less than 10°:

(10)

& angle of slope of hul] bottom at. c(igc of impnet arefl,
radians

If the fioat is a fluted prism and is at zero trim, u is drtvr-
mined by x and is independent of 1. For n particular com-
bination of u and x, usc of an incr~ased va]uc of 1 results in
an increase in impact tirca. but a decrease in vrlocity bccausc
the virtual mass is greater. By partial dif~erentimtion of the
force equation with resptert to 1 the form for a particular
value of x (and u) can bc shown to bc a maximum when I is
SUChthat

‘mw 1—. —
b ‘.; ?% 2 (11)
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Wagner derived this re~ationship and substituted
tiori (9) to obtain the

where

foIlowing equation

o.3T7eo%n,
F ff.azz= ‘l&z

17m.,. maximum Talue of force that can occur

OF THEORY FOR IMP-ACT OF SEAPLAhTES OX

it in equa-

(12)

for a pa.r--=
titular value of A regardless of the impact le&th

The procedure for using equation (12) is to determine firsk

the -raIue of x for which ~$=~ when the Iength of the im-

pact area is equal to the Iength of the forebody of the sea-
plane. For smaller -rakes of ~ the critical length is greater
than the length of the float and therefo~ equation (12) is
not did. For Iarger vaIues of z the critical lengths -w-Nbe
less than the Iength of the float and the statistical variztion
of the length of the impact area. in sea-my is assumed to per-
mit the critical length and maximum force for each of the
larger values of z to be attained during the life of the float.
Wagner states tlmt equation (12) k to be sol-red by means
of trial-and-error substitution of these larger -i-alues of x in
combination with corresponding values of -u; thus the value
of x is determined for which a ma.xiruum due of the maxi-
mum forces within the range of the formula esists.

If u in equation (12) is considered to be a constant., as for
the case of a triangular prismatic float, it is obvious that the
equation w-II give maximum force when a minimum value of
z is substituted. B-y substituting the miuimum value of x
to which this equation was limited and substituting the value
of u for a triangular prismatic float, Wagner obtainecl the
foHowing equation for the maximum force on such a float:

(13)

where

F ms.z ma.w.murn hydrodynamic force

1ma: length of the forebody of the float

It should be remembered thati equations (12) and (13)
are bmecl on a relationship between x and. 1 which was so
deriyed thah the force calculated for a partimdar -ralue of z is
greater than it would have been if 1 had beeu either greater
or smaHer. The ma.simum force during the impact time
history of a triangular prismatic float, howe-rer, d occur at
a value of x less than thak to ~hich equation (13) must be
limited, that is, at a, ~alue of x for which the force would be
grea t-er if the float. were Ionger. Solution of this problem
(reference S) has shown that equation (13) shouId be derived
from the relationship

?77. I—. —
7/2. 5

rather than from
$%= 1_=—
m. 2

(14)

The effect of such correction

WATER 75

is to increase the calculated
maximum force for the triangular prismatic float by
24 percent.

Wagner (reference 6) worked hypothetical examples in
which his equations ga-re vaIues of”the proper order, but he .
did not correlate the equations with any experimental data.

Improved solution for the How beneath an immersing
t.riangukr prism.—By means of an iteration process, the
detaik of which are not given, Wagner (reference 7) made a
rather exact. solution for the flow beneath an immersing tri-
angular prism with an arigIe of dead rise of 18°. This solu-
tion imvoI~ed onIy one Bow pattern, since similar but
enlarged ffow pat tem were assumed to exist at aH times.
This assumption is reasonable since the previous definitions
of the -rirtual mass for the case of the immersing triangular
prism had been on that basis.

Rather than make separate calculations for other angles
of dead rise, Wagner estimated the effect of angle of c{ead
rise by writing the equation of an arbitrary cur-i-e that
passes through the caIcuIatecl point. for an angle of dead
rise of 18° and that. asymptotically approaches zero force
at an angIe of dead rise of 90° and infinite force at an angIe
of dead rise of OO. The force equation written by Wagner
was only for constant-velocity immersion, and gave for
vertical penetration

(15)

This equation was used by SycIow to e-raluate the virtual
mass, which -was then applied in formulas for mu-iable-
-relocity impact. This ~di is discussed in a subsequent
section of the present paper.

MEWFS

Llewes wrote TTagn.er’s equations in terms of acceleration
rather than force (reference 9).

The equation for cur~ed bottoms as written by llewes
w-as Iimited to mass loadings high enough to cause peak
force to occur at ma-simum float width. The form coeffi-
cient til which Wagner determined by an integration process
for each float form, was ripproximated by 31ewes in an ex-
pression that. contains the angle of clead rise at the keel, the
a~g]e of deac~ rise at the ~h~e, and t]le distaI1ce bet~reen the

side of the float and the point of intersection of ta~~ent Iines
to- the bottom surface at the keel and the chine. He ako
presented an approximation to ~agner’s correction factor
for finite angle of dead rise (equation (10)).

M&ves’ equation for F~=, for the triangdar prismatic
float is not obtained directIy from WaDgner’s but it may be
obtained by incorporating the correction of equation (13),
which TM previously discussecl.

JIe-wes gives an equation for the flat-bottom float, which
apparently was obtained by substitution of valu& for the
structural elasticity in Pabst’s equation.

T~UB

Taub’s study (reference 10) did not introduce nel~ the-
oretical concepts. Rather, ii’ used Wa=wer’s theory to
predict the effect of design trends on design loads.
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SCHMIEDEN

Schmieden’s analysis (reference 1I) assumed that the
impact, mea att different stages of the impact process con-
sists of simik ellipses ancl that the. flow action is of the type
specified by Wagner, J.n this way he obtained an equation
that, because of its assumed relationship between x and 1,
took into amount growth of virtual mass due to both growth
of width and growth of length of the wekkd area. Mthough
this wdysis was carefully deveIopeci, the simplifying as-
sumptions with regard to hull shape and manner of contact
with seaway prevent this case from being of great practical
interest.

WEINIG

TTeinig usecl previous theory to indicate the MM of
deformation of the hull cross section on the impact force
(reference 12). The types of deflection he considered are
too sim@e to represent the cleformations of an actual sea-
plane hull but the magnitudes calculated inclicate thaL the
structural elasticity of the bottom proper of a V-bottom
seapIane will hzve little effect on the resuItant hydrodynamic
force.

S1’DOW

Source of virtuaI mass,—The momentum equation used
in previous theory gives, in genera] terms, the following
value for the hydrodynamic force:

F=&(mDF7J

(16)

where

“1’u velocity component substituted in momentum equation

For the constant-velocity case sol-red by 11’agner in obtain-
ing equhtion (15) the first term of equation (16) is O. By
equating the remaining term to equation (15) and integrat-
ing, SyJow (reference 8) obtzined a value for mu that he used
to effect a variable-velociLy solution.

The value of mu, obtained by Sydow is

()
~ —1 2p[y2row=- .,

; .p (17)

For the widely used angle of dead rise of 22X0 this value of
mu is 1.56 times the virtual mass given by von K4rm6n and
0,56 times the virtual mass given by Vlagner in his general
solution, Tbe theoretical basis of Equation (17) is more
sound than that of the previous definitions; the importance
of the differences is shown by the fact that for equivalent
“instantaneous conditions these ratios of virtuaI mass can
be regardecl as force ratios.

Force equations.—l3y using the new formuia for virtual
mass, in von Kdrrndn’s equation, Sydow obtained the follow-
ing force equation:

(1s)

Equation (18) and previous impart equfitions rtre I-mwcl on
the assumption of a weightless mass. Sydo;v (I[)rivrtl a
second equation for a drop tesi, which included tlkc monlcu-
turn due to the weight acting for the t imo of tl~c impach.,
This equation for a drop test Nill not bc discussed hl:r[:il~
because_ it is not reaclily comparabk with tllc I}rrvious
equations and because the previous cqufltions mrc more
representative of seaplarw impac~, for l!”hich thr Jvillg lif~
approximately balances the weight.

In his consideration of elasticity, Sydow inclut?(~d M~ua-
tions for the float both Ivith weight a}l(l without wcigll [..
This treatIpent clivicled the total mass into a huH Inms fint]
an upper mass spring-ronnccted to each other, Equations
were written both for wide floats and for floats suffkieIltly
narrow t.o cause maximum forca’on the spru Ilg Inass to occux
af k the chines are imm crscd. ‘l%e equations for tlt(:sc
cases will not be cliscussecl because they are llot necessary
for an cwalu~tion of the bzsic hydrodynamic theory,

Comparison with experiment,—.$n experimental chuck is
obtained for vertical drop of h~dl masses (angks of tl{Iatd
rise of 0°, 10°, 20°, and 30°) spring-eonnec’t rd to an uppm
mass. The chop data are corrected for the dfrc~ uf gr~avity
by tkeorctically derived factors and compar[xl \}”itII (tom-’
puted vah]es for the case of wing lift. The spring cOnstaliL
is modified to fit the data. This modification is assumed LO
represen6 W effect of the elasticity of the bottom prol}(:r.
Because of this modification and other npproximntiom [lw
exact accuracy of the tlwory is noL csLaMished. The }~ydro-
dynamic theory usccl by Sy(low, however, ap]wars to gist
approximately correct. Yesu]k for vertical drop of n tri-
angLIIar prism at zero trim into sI1100t1lwater.

~REPS

Kreps (reference 13) used Yfagnvr’s treatment: of L1lc
virtuaI mass. The finite-keel factor rerommendrd by
Kreps differs, however, from tlitit advanced by }Yagncr.
The aspect-ratio factor cletermined exprriment~aIIy b:
Pabst was incorportited in Kreps ddinition of the virtuttI
mass.

One idea. was advanced by Kreps that Ila(l nut been in-
cluded irt the previous theory, This idect was the incIusion
of a force term representing the rcsistwlce of the instttnMnc-
ous flow pattern in addition to the force previously associfitcd
with the rate of change of the flow pattern, Tl~e ]iew term
made u_scof the familiar flat.-p]ste air-drag coefllcicnt of 1,2S.
In addition t.o the fact. that this coefleicut is of doub~ftd
validity, the theoretical soundness of the entire term is
questionable. This subject. will be discussed further in a
subsequent--section of this report.

The equations proposed by Kreps were use(l by him to
interpret drop-test data for floats having angles of dmd rise
Up to 30°. This a~]alysis \vas noL a (Iirect comparison of
,theoretical and experimental force values; instead, sLudy of
the total velocity clissipated during the impact parL of the
immersion was involved. Approximate agrremcnt of thv
theory with drop-test data was indicated.
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PROPOSED THEORY i

Increase of flow momentum in fixed pIanes.—For a. long
narrow prismatic float ;n -rerticaI drop at zero trim, the flow
will occur primarily in transverse planes normaI to the water
surface. N%en the float in vertical clrop is considered to
bare a triql angIe with respect to the water surface, since
fluid particles will be accelerated norrnaI to the platirg, the
transverse planes must be considered normal to the keel
rather than to the water surface. The flow in a plane for

a parhcular depth ancl -reIocity of the immersing CTOSS

section is substantially the same m for zero trim. The
difference in the depth of the keel at cIiffereDt points aIong
the Iength sets up Iongituclinal pressure gradients and
thereby changes the cross-plane-flow and end effects, but
the effect of these Iongitudincd variations and of finite keel
length \vill, as in previous treatments, be approximated by
the aspect-ratio factor.

For oblique impact, the motion of the float. can be analyzed
in terms of the component motions parallel and perpendicular
to the keel. I.f the float is prismatic and the nose projects
beyond the water surface, the motion paralleI to the keel
does not cause any change of the float cross section in the
transverse flow planes, which are regmcled as fixed in space.
This statement applies to the flow planes as long as they
remain directIy beneath the float; when the step passes
through the flow pkne, the intersected float cross section
instantly vanishes ancI the plane becomes part of the wake
of the float. Figure 1 shows the inclined float, the velocity
components, and a normaI flow plane.

[WB

End v?ew

FIGCECE l.—Prkmatic fkat at pwitire trim.

For the commonly assumed frictiordess fluid, motion of
the prismatic float perpendicular to the stationary flow pIanes
will not affect the ffow within the pIaDe i~ any way. Thus
the flow in the plane will be determined by the manner of
growth of the intersected float. form without regard to the
fact that cross-pIane veIocit.y of the flmat causes different
cross sections of the floak to be in contact with the pIane at
different. times. The flow process within a particular flow
plane will properly begin when the keel at the water surface
reaches that flow pIane. Beginning at this instant the keeI
line of the float. will penetrate the plane at veIocity I’n until
the plane slides off the rear of the float. The pressures

registered iu the pIane at any instant shoulcl, for the con-
sidered float in an ideal fluid: be the same as if similar
enlargement of the float. section within the plane occurrecl
in an equivalent I“. -rertical penetration. For -rertical
penetration the flow plane is in contact tith only one cross
section of the float but for an oblique impact the flow plane
is progressi-reIy in contact. -with aII sections.

h the preceding discussion, if a float of uniform cross
section had not been assumed the motion paraIlel to the
keeI -would have been seen to cause an increase in the inter-
sected float cross section in the flow planes benetith the float.
If the longitudinal curvature is not too great, the flow will
stilI occur primarily in planes normaI to a btisc line parallel
to the keeI at. the step. The primary effects of the combined
motions normaI and paralIel to the keeI will be approximately
represented if tlw reactions in fixed flow planes normal to
the keel at the step are computecI on the basis of the absolute
increase of the intersected float cross section in each pIane
as determined by the combinecl motions of the float.

The summation of the reactions of the individual flow
planes being acted upon by the float must equal the total
rate of change of the momentum of the fluid. Since m~~’~
is defined as the momentum of the flow directly beneath the
float (that flow which affects the acceleration cleri-rative],
the rate of change of the momentum of the flow directly

beneath the float is ~(mm~”.j. In order to obtain the total

rate of change of the momentum of the fluid, however, the
rate at which momentum is imparted to the clew-nw-ash in
connection with flow pIanes sliding off the step must be added.
‘iThere m, is the virtual mass of the plane at the step as
included in the determination of mw, the rate of momentum
passage to the dow-nwash is equal to the momentum of this
pIane multiplied by the number of phmes sIiding off the
step per unit time. Thus the complete equation is

F. hydrodynamic force in the I’m-direction
‘ms virtuaI mass of flow plane at step (per unit dktmwe in

keel direction)
V2 velocity of the float paraLIeI to keel (rate at which flow

planes sIide along keel and off step)
In a. subsequent section of the present report, the same

force equation is deri~ed b-y integrating the force aIong the
float. The soIution is made for fked trim; if the Iocal
penetration velocity ancl acceleration are treated as variables
aIong the keel, howe~er, variabIe-tti.m soIutions can be
obtained.

The variation a.Iong the keel of the instantaneous reaction
of the individual flow pIanes determines the instantaneous
Lengthwise distribution of the Ioad. Further, the pressure
distribution in the transverse pIanes gkes the pressure dis-
tribution over the bottom area. Pretious impact theory
concerning the pressure distribution in a flow plane is directly
applicable to the proposed theory if the ve~ocity and ac-
celeration of the float. cross section are defied by the theory
proposed herein.
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Comparison with previous theory, —Previous impact
theory was based on the assumption that the momentum of
tly seaplane and virtual mass remains constant during the
impact. Such an assumption requires that the second term
of equation (19) be O, but this term is O only when V. is the
resultant velocity (tht is, Vp=O).

For the prismatic float with bow above the water surface
(at positive trim), the velocity component of the float
paraIkl to the keel does not cause change of the momentum
in the normaI flow planes and therefore is without force
effect. This condition means that the effect on the instan-
taneous force of the rate of momentum passage to the. down-
wash due to a velocity compomwt paralleI to the keel is
bdancecl by the effect of this velocity component in causing
(owing to its vertical component) less increase of the virtuaI
mass, For this condition Lhzt the velocity component
paralIel to the keel does not affect the instantaneous force
for a given draft and velocity, the previous theory would be
justified in neglecting the velocity paraHel to the keeI if the
force equation had been written in terms of the. instantaneous
velocity and draft. The error of the previous theory for
this case lies in the fact that the total momentum of the
seaphmr and virtual mass was assumed to be constant (see
equation (1)) and the momentum Ieft behind in the down-
wash was thereby neglecied.

With regard to penetration, the error in the previous
theory is that VP sin ~ was not subtracted from the penetra-
tion velocity that exists for J7nalone. Actually, this negIected
term may cause the serrplane to be climbing at a time that
Vmis of large magnitude in a downward direction. Con-
sideration of this term leads to small penetrations ancl small
forces for low flight-path angIes, but the previous theory
(for tk normal range of trims, essentially a soIution for
vertical drop) ahvays gives large penetrations and forces.
This theory gives no values of the maximum penetration;
it was explained that neglected buoyancy forces finally
stoppwf the penetration of the float.

If the float is not prismatic, the instantaneous-force equa-
tion devdopecl by the previous theory is correct only when
17~is the, resultant velocity. This restriction is due to the
fact that the velocity component parallel to the keel causes
increase of the flow pattern in the flow planes beneath the
float. As previously discussed, the momentum passed to
the downwash is determined by the float cross section at the
step without regarcl to suck nonsimiIa.rit.y of the forwarcl
cross sections as may have substantial effect on the virtual
mass.

Since the previous impact theory did not clisclose the in-
adequacies discussed, the proposecl theory opens a new field

for study and advancement.
For the pkming float the first term of equation (19) is O

and the hydrodynamic force is equal to the Iast term. When
methods of the previous impact theory are used to define the
flow in the plane at the step, this last term provides a
theoretical V-bottom planing fornmIa that is more advanced
than previous planing theory based on an approximate flat
plate and two-dimensional flow in Iongituclinrd planes. Also,

this last. km permits the use of planing data to evnluote
experimentally the momentum of the flow in the nornml
plrrnes for a specific cross section, and the cornplctc equation
provides means whereby the results of such sLutlies crrn }JC

used for calculating transient (imprw t) and oscillatory mo=
tions of the float. ExmnpIes of such IW of experimcn tal
planing data will be shown Iater in this text.

A later section of this report wiIL correlate boLh the IJrc-
vious theory and the proposed them-y with t?xperirnenbd
data for oblique and vertical impact in order to show Lhc
inadequacy of the previous theory and prove the merit. of
the proposed theory.

Derivation of force equations, —,! prismatic float at posi-
tive trim is shown in figure 1. A f?ow plain is shown in thr
side view. The depth of Iwnetrntion of tho flofit into this
plane is represented by z in this figure. .iccording to pre-
ceding interpretations the nlomenLunl of the flwv in thr piane
eIernent (fixed in space) can bc reprwentwl, in the case of
triangukw float cross section amd simihlr ffow tit diflcrcnt
depths of immersion, by

where
z penetration in the plane
ds thi@ness of plane
K theoretical coefficient; different, values specified by

cliffereni treabnents, varies according to rrnglc of
dead rise

The force transmitted by this plane to the float can b~~
obtainecl from the foHowing equation

C21)

where

FP force (normaI to lied) registered by individutd fiow ph~rw

The total force can be obtained by summing thv forces in
the individual ffow planes. Thus,

When s tan r is substituted for z rrnd, for fkxl-t rim imprwt,

Vn is substituted for $, the folIowing equation is obtrrincd:

(22}

The virimd mass is a fictitious mrw that, if it is con-
sidered to move at veIocity ~“~,has Lhc aggregate momentum
of all the flow particles in dl the flow plrws directly bcnmth
the ffont. This mass can be obtairmd by integrating cql.m-
tion (20) over the wettcdlength; the first term of equation (22),
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all’.
however, represents mu ~ and, by inspection,

K@
‘mw=3 Sill i COS2 ‘T

(23)

If the momentum of the float and virtual mass is to remain
constant as specified by the previous impact theory, the

kst term of equation (22) must equal T; ~. This

equality holds, howe~er, ordy -when T“. k fihe resultarit
veIocity. The foIIow@ aIgebraic equivalent of equfition (22)
may be writt.e~

-where
velocity normal to m-ater surface (V,)

!TP veIocity of float pmalleI t.o Iieel
(–j sin 7+ T“,Cos T)

d~”n
The respective terms of equation (24) represerk mm ~

~, dntw
. =J and the rate at which momentum is impartwI to

the downwash in connection with the planing action.
The momentum of the flow in the flow plane at. the step

(equation (20)) is KY2T’JCOS’r. The velocity~-P is a measure
of the rate at -which these pIanes sJide off the step. The
product of these terms is equaI to the last term of equation
(24), which is in agreement -with the theory for the momen-
tum passed to the down~ash.

If mmand the flow in the plane at the step are determined,
equation (24) can be obtained through direct substitution of
these quantities in equation (19). The soIution presented
was chosen in order to explain the theory better.

Momentum of the flow in the plane.—.=s indicated in a
previous section of this report, the most advanced treatment
of the flow in a p~ane being penetrated by a nontriaqq-dar
prism QXa=gper) is of questionable accuracy. For the case
of a floab that is both nonprismatic and of nonuniform cross
section, the increase of the float cross section in the stationary
planes may correspond to tin equivalent vertical penetration
during which the float changes shape. Since the previous
theory has not treated this case, the effect of the previous
changes of flow pattern on the flow- for a .@en cross section
is questionable. .Nthough this effect is not believed to be
important for conventions prob~ems (as till be indicated
in a comparison of theory with experiment), importance
would limit the proposed Lheory for oblique impact to ilo~ts
of uniform cross section along the keel; cur-rature along the

.keeI for this case of uniform cross section -would alter only
the rate of penetration of the given cross section into the
flow pkmes passing beneath the float and couId be considered.

.Mthough the proposed theory offers new ways to handle
the more compIic%ted czses, the present report wilI be re-
stricfied to obtaining solutions for a triangular prism and
comparing these solutions with experimental data.
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.kualysis of the previous theory indicated that the virtual
mass used by Sydow (equation (17)) represents the best
theoretical solution of the flow in normaI planes for the case

of the triangular prism. Since equation (Ii) was derived
from equation (15), this definition of the tit.ual mass is for
tsro-dirnensional flow-. Probably the best Fay to correcL for
end loss, considering reIatire simplicity and probable ac-
curacy for conventional angIes of dead rise and trim, is by
use of Pabst’s empirical aspect-ratio factor

1
l—r~ (25)

For bodies of low aspect ratio with the tmo-dimksional flow
considered to occur in transverse planes, the effective aspect
ratio to be used in this factor is the length to mean beam
ratio. Based on the area beneath the plane of the water
surface for a triangular prism %t.positive trim, this ratio is

tan P
tan 7

The empirical factor -w-as determined as an over-all effect,
but the same totaI force -ii-ill be obtained if it is applied to
the planes indi-vidually. Introduction of the factor and the
effective aspect ratio into equation (17) gives

‘v=m-lDz’d’(’-=J(26)

where

mP virtuaI mass of the flow in the piane

The aspect-ratio factor (expression (25)) was obtained in
submerged vibration tests and is somewhat. questionable.
.4s previously discussed, the detaiIed deri~ation of the two-.
dimensional solution (equation (17) ) was not g-ken and how
far the iteration process ~as carried and -what appro-tima-
tions were made are not known. .1 large amount of pIaning
data therefore -was anaIyzed to determine the adequacy
of equation (26). For this anaIysis equation (I9 ) was used
in which> for planing, the first term is O, T;= T“cos r,
T’== T’ sin 7, and F. cos r=~’. The following equation
results:

H“=m,tq sin 7 COS2~ (27)

From equation (27)

Tr
“= Tq Sill i COS2T

Substitution of experimental values
equation (2S) ga~e experimental values

(28)

of Tl”, T’> and r in
of rns. Substitution

in equation (26) of experimental values of p, r, and the -i-aIue
of z at the step y/cos ~ gave corresponding theoretical values
of m.. ~omparison of these values indicated that a factor
of 0.82 should be inserted in equation (26) to gi-ve the follow-
ing equation:

‘~=08%+22ds(’-&)‘2’)
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Because of the aspect-ratio factor, equation (29) does not
hold for small angles of dead rise. The stucly indicated
thab the equation wilI be satisfactory for angles of dead rise
between 15° znd 30° but begins to be unduly excessive for
angles smaller tlhan 100. .A variation of cot ~B with angle

()
2

of dead rise may be better than the variation of ~— 1~~

with angle of dead risq but in absence of clear requirement
for change the variation used by TVagmer in equation (15)
was retained. As previously discussecl, this variation ap-
peared to result from ar’oitrary fairing through a force solu-
tion for 18° angle of dead rise, infinite force at 900 angIe of
deacI rise, and zero force at 0° angle of dead rise. The
cot ‘P variation used prior to that time could have been
faired by Tlragner through these points; thus it seems that
Flagner probabIy had some reason for changing the variation

Equation (22) was derived on the bnsis that mP==Kz2 ds.
This equation wiI1 be corrected for mpcwt ratio ancl for
variation of angle of clead rise if Kr is replaced by equation
(29) divided by 22 ds, which results in

‘n=082~(6-1)(’-$.5)si:Xos.t&+J
(30)

CORRELATION OF T“HEO-RY WITH EXPERIMENT
,

For the planing float Fa=~T,~– —0, V,,= Vi sin 7,

and equation (30) takes the form

from which it can be determined that

Figure 2 shows comparisons of this ec~uation with experi-
mental data (reference 14) for a V–bottom float. Good

Experimmfol drof< g ff
FIGURE 2.—Variation of computed draft with experimental draft. ~= 22.5°. (C, is planing

lift coefficient.)

agreement exists over the ranga of the cxp{’rimcntnl dntfi.
Study of the experimental data indicated tlmt its sca~tcr
shows mainly the inaccuracies in the mcasurcnwnts of drnfL
and that agreement, bc~twcen measured and tlworct.ical dnt a
would generally be very good if the values of draft were taken
from faired curves of draf~ against vcIociLy.

The solid-line curves in Iigure 3, which reprrsent applica-
tion of the proposed theory to oblique impacts, aiso sl~oi~
good agreement of the theory with cxp(’rin~c~~t, T1lCSC
curves and data were included in refercncc 15.

k discussed in the preceding analysis, rcfcrellce 13 con-
tains a proposal that. a force t~rm rcprcscntin.g the r(’sistnncc
of the st end y-flow pattern be added to the force in the p]fincs
due to rate of e}~ange of the flo~v patttlrn. ~41tIK)@) rt*f(,r-
ence 13 suggests that the familiar flat-plntc nir-d rag cocflk
cient of 1.28 be usecl, perll~~ps a better approximnt inn can
be obtained by use of Lhe coeffkiente developed by Bobylcfl’
(reference 16) for a stream impinging on n t.wnt Inminm.
For the more-or-less mean angle of dmd rise of 22~” this
coefficient is 0.79; the variation with angle of dead rise is
smaII for conventional ranges of nngIc of dea(l rise.

If a steady-flow term kcd on the rorfflcient of 0.79 is
included in the force equation, a coefficient of 0.75 inskmd
of 0.82. musL be introduced into cquntion (29) so that the
results of the final sohltion will 1x*subjeckd to minimum
change. The equations given in refcrencc IS, ~v]lich gi~~c
the solid-line curves of figure 3, were based on sucl} modifi-
cation of equation (22) and represent, \sitbi]k 1 or 2 pvrccnt,
solutions of equation (22), In order to check thu w~un[ions
of reference 15, TT, sin T in the clefhlition of 1’~should !.Nelim-
inated on the basis thaL for seapI~~ne impmt it is negligible
as compared with 1’~ cos r.

Subsequent theoretical study has indicated tlla t the
steady-flow term represents the force in the plane wbrn the
chines are im~crsed but thzt. when the chines nrc not
immersed this force is inchded in t lkc term representing
increase of the virtufd mass of the flow in the plane find
should not be added as suggested in reference 13. For this
reason the steady-flow term \vas not incIu(kl in equrit ion
(19) ancl subsequent equations.

The effect of the empiricnl correct ion ftctor 0.82 tu Sydo}v’s
virtuaI mass is to increase the calculated draft for I}klling
9 percent and decrease the calculated mnximum force for
a severe impact 6 percent. IVithouL. this correction fair
agreement t]lus WOUld exist between tlworcticnl nmi uxp~’ri-
mental results.

The Iong-short-dash curves in figure 3 }vere dcri ved on
the basis of 11’zgner’s formula (for two-dinl[~nsiorinl flowj
reduced_ according to Pabst.’s asprc~ratio factor. Even

with this reduction the calcuhlk’d forces nr~ cxccssivcj
particularity for the steeper flighL paths (rrlative [O the

wave surface) that represent srvere impacts and for the
higher trims (relative to the wave surftim) at which modern
seaplanes operate in open seaway in order to obtain muim um
wing ]ift and to recluce the kmding sped,
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FmcRE 3.—\-ariarion of lowf-factor inefficient with flight-path ang~e for a float havhg an angIe of dead rise of Win. (Sdicl-line crews from reference 15.]

The longdmh curves in figure 3 are based on the momen-
tum equation as used by ~a~gper and others, but with the
definition of the -rirtual mass of the flow-in the normaI pIanes
replaced by the -i-aIues used i~ the equations of the theory
proposed herein. comparison of these cur-res with the curves
of the proposecl theory shows that the method of the pre-rious
theo~T still rew.dts in forces that are too large. Differences
between the curves, pzwticularly at higher trims, justify use
of the newer equation.

The offsets of the float with which the experimental data
of @re 3 were obtained are given in reference 15. The
ffoat was a modeI of a four-engine flying boat except that the
afterbody and chine flare mere remo~ed. iigreernent of the
data. with soIutions of the proposed theory for the case of a
prismatic float indicates that pulled-up bow has Little effect
on the resultant force.

Although, as previously indicated, the proposecI theory
can be used for consideration of zero trim if the bow shape
is not too bIunt., solutions for this case are compIicat ecI and
are limited by the fact that they must be made for arbitrary
bow shzpe. Solution for zero trim therefore is not given in
the present paper. In figure 3, howe~er, the experimental
accekrations for zero trim can be seen to be 10 to 20 percent
less than the experimental accelerations for 3° trim.

The ~~Terimental data in figure 4 represent verticaI drop
(7=900) of t~e float, with which the data of figure 3 -were

obtained, with the afterbody added. The ckops were macle
at. 3° trim, and the resultant (vertical] velocity therefore w-as
not quite normaI to the keeI. Since soIution of equation (30)
is much easier when the veIocity is normal to the ked, the
theoretical curve in flgyme 4 was obtained by- soIving equation
(3o) for a flight-path angle of 87°. The difference between
8’7° and 90° fight-path angle is not important. .&reernent.
with experiment is shown.

FIGCEE 4.—Variat ion of Ioad-fwror inefficient for wrtical drop. Test points from unpublished

data. fat step, 22%0; r, 3°.
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The foregoing correlations are for the conditions of fixed
trim and smooth water. The theoretical curves R7ilI give
approximate representation of free-to-trim impact if used on
the basis of the trim when the step contacts the water. The
etise of the seaplane ltncling into a swelI will be approximated
if the trim and the f3igM-path a~gle are. defined relative to
the inclined surface of the sweII rather than relative to the
horizontal.

Good agreement of the theory with experiment is indicated
but if the velocity is smaII enough the theory will be inade-
qufite. One reason for this inadequacy is that the dynamic
force will be reduced so much thai the buoyancy force, which
has been assumed negligible, will become important. A
second reason is that the effect of gravity on the flow pattern,
particularly with regard to the generated wave, may be
substantial.

Pertirwnt dtita that affect the importance of the gravity
forces are not given in figures 1 to 4, which are based on the
dynamic forces donr, The range of the data, however, is
sufficient to determine that the gr~vity effect is ncgIigibIe
in the landing impact of aII sezplanes that have been flown.
Some clata pertaining to this subject were included in
reference 15.

For very Iow velocities the virtual mass might be ex-
pc.cted to approach the vaIue specified by von K4rm4n.
Such transition would reduce the virtual mass uscct in the
computfitions of the present paper about 20 percent. The
manner of this reduction is of interest only in connection
with slow planingj for which it can be readily determined
by empirical means.

CONCLUSIONS

The anaIysis of previous impact theory, modifications of
this theory, ancl comparison with experiment lead to the
following conclusions:

1. The assumption of previous treatments of impact
theory that the total momentum of the float and virtual
mass is constant is applicable when the resultant vdocit.y
of the float is normal to the keel but is not applicable for
the usuaI oblique impact, in which the veIocity component
parallel to the keel causes momentum to be lost to the down-
wash behind the float.

2. Comparison of previous theory with recent, more
accurate data for ob~ique impact shows that this theory
greatly overestimates the impact force. Use of newer co-
efficients in the previous theory only slightly reduces the

forces. --Disagreement with the cIat.a is larger at the highm
trims and lower flight-path ang]m.

3. A modified theory has been developed that takes into
aCCOUnt the 10SS Of lllO1ll(UltUm LO the dOW1lWaSh. Good
agreement has been obtainwi with data for vertical drop,
oblique impact} and planing.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERON~UTICA L 1,.4130R.4ToRY,

NTATIONAL ADVISORY (20 N>iITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, T’A., August .20, 19~5.
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